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INTENT BEHIND SALTLEY ACADEMY’S HOMEWORK 

POLICY: 

INTRODUCTION: 
As a thriving and forward thinking school, we are firmly committed to offering the best possible learning 

opportunities to our students both inside and outside of the classroom, in order to allow all of our students to 

reach their full potential and become well rounded individuals, who will be able to make a positive 

contribution to our modern British society, when they leave our academy, at the end of Year Eleven.  

 

Implementing a high quality homework provision for all of our students, that is routinely monitored and 

enhanced by the Teaching and Learning Team, forms an integral part of our approach for offering the best 

possible learning opportunities for our pupils outside of the classroom. Our homework provision also forms 

part of our Covid-19 Recovery plan. It is one of our methods, which will enable all of our students to catch up 

on missed learning and recover on lost progress, unfortunately caused by the Covid 19 pandemic. Students 

will be able to achieve this goal by completing homework regularly, during each particular half term, through 

the Homework Planners system.  

 

Homework refers to tasks given to pupils by their teachers, which is completed outside of lesson time and the 

timetabled curriculum. It contains an element of independent study and therefore contributes to the 

development of our ten Outstanding Learning Qualities, here at Saltley Academy. As a Rights Respecting 

School, this policy contributes to the achievement of the goals of education (Article 29 of the UNCRC).  

 

When homework is effectively planned, set and completed; it makes a valuable contribution to children’s 

learning, progress and attainment. Well planned and high quality homework can play a vital role in raising 

standards of achievement and transform students into successful lifelong learners. According to the latest 

Education Endowment Foundation (EEF) research; having a high quality homework provision at your school, 

can lead to your students making up to 5 months worth of more progress than they would have done without 

a homework provision being established at your school. As a result, homework is and forms an essential and 

pivotal part of the curriculum; planned and prepared alongside all schemes of work, for all subjects.  

 

OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR OUR HOMEWORK 

PROVISION HERE AT SALTLEY ACADEMY:   
Here at Saltley Academy, we have the following ten guiding principles, which form the basis and the 

foundations of our homework policy and approach. They are closely related to the latest EEF research;  

1. Homework is impactful but has to be monitored- Homework has a positive impact on improving the 

progress of our students and can lead our students to make up to 5 months worth of more progress, 
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than they would have done without completing homework. Homework leads to greater pupil progress 

and understanding. However, this can only happen if it is monitored by all stakeholders. 

2. Homework requires a quiet space - Some of our pupils may not have a quiet space for home 

learning. As an academy we recognise the importance of our students having access to a homework 

club at our school, which is run outside of school hours, preferably after the end of the school day. Our 

homework club can help our students to overcome barriers, by offering them the resources and 

support needed to undertake homework and revision, to a high standard.  

3. Homework must be linked to classroom work - Homework that is linked to classroom work and 

schemes of learning tends to be more effective for our pupils. Well designed tasks that are linked to 

classroom learning and schemes of learning leads to successful outcomes for our pupils.  

4. Homework requires feedback from teachers - Our students receiving high quality feedback on the 

homework that they complete, from their teachers, is vitally important. We recognise that students 

receiving feedback on their homework, has a very positive impact on their learning.  

5. Homework has to have a purpose - Students at Saltley Academy will clearly understand the 

purpose of them doing homework. Homework reinforces, consolidates and extends learning covered in 

lessons, leading to increased knowledge and understanding. It also prepares pupils for new topics 

and future learning; through the flipped learning approach. This vision and purpose will be reinforced 

by all stakeholders at Saltley Academy.  

6. Homework is all about quality not quantity - The quality of the homework set is more important 

than the quantity of work set for our pupils. We believe that the impact of homework diminishes as 

the amount of time pupils spend on it increases. Short and sharp homework tasks are more effective. 

7. Homework must be accessible – We recognise that our students need their homework to be 

accessible. Some of our students may not have access to a device suitable for learning or a stable 

internet connection at home. We believe that our students benefit from having all their homeworks 

printed off in a single homework planner, which they then keep in a homework plastic folder.  

8. Homework has to be praised – Students completing homework need to be praised and rewarded 

for their excellent practice. Saltley Academy is committed to establishing a system of rewards for 

homework. Homework at Saltley Academy is never used as a punishment or penalty for poor 

performance. Instead, it is used as a mechanism and as a positive force for change.  

9. Homework develops students’ skills – Homework has an impact by enabling our students to develop 

their independent learning and research skills. It also enables our students to enhance their usage of 

our ten Outstanding Learner Qualities, here at Saltley Academy. It also promotes our students’ self-

discipline and personal responsibility for their learning and organisation.  

10. Homework works with parental involvement -  Parents and carers supporting their children to 

complete their homework is essential, in order for our homework tasks to have the greatest impact 

with their children. We recognise the importance of creating channels for home school dialogue with 

our children’s parents and carers and engaging them in our homework provision, in order to ensure we 

all work together on raising our students attainment and achievement, here at Saltley Academy.  
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IMPLEMENTATION OF SALTLEY ACADEMY’S 

HOMEWORK POLICY: 

 

OUR HOMEWORK PLANNERS SYSTEM:  

• We have adopted a Homework Planners system, for students to complete their homework tasks, for 

every subject, during every half term. This means that students are completing homework for all 

subjects, every half term, throughout the duration of each academic year. This relates to our first 

homework principle – Homework is impactful but has to be monitored.  

• Students have all their homeworks in one homework planner, printed out each half term and they have 

their own paper copy to complete their homework in. This relates to our seventh homework 

principle – Homework must be accessible.   

• At the start of every academic year, the vision and purpose for students completing homeworks via 

the Homework Planners will be shared with pupils through assemblies, to staff via Staff Training and 

to parents through Homework Parent Consultation Meetings. This relates to our fifth homework 

principle – Homework has to have a purpose and our tenth homework principle – Homework 

works with parental involvement.  

• Students will constantly be reminded of the benefits of them completing homework. This relates to our 

ninth homework principle - Homework develops students’ skills.  

• HODs and their departmental teams have the autonomy to decide how much homework they set for 

each year group, each half term and when each piece of homework needs to be completed by. This 

gives our HODs and their departmental teams an indication of when they can go through each 

homework piece with their classes, after the deadline date. This ensures that students will then be able 

to receive feedback on each piece of homework that that they complete. Teachers will either live 

mark students completed homeworks in their lesson after the deadline date or will go through their 

answers and students will self assess their own work or peer assess their colleagues work using the 

green pens. In each homework planner there is a Homework Deadlines Page, which lists the due dates 

for each piece of homework, that the students have to complete, in a particular half term. This relates 

to our fourth homework principle – Homework requires feedback from teachers.  

• We are focusing on ensuring that departments are producing less homeworks, but of a higher quality. 

Departments prepare homework activities for every subject and every year group in each Homework 

Planner, across both Autumn Terms, Spring Terms and Summer Terms, that are closely related to what 

students are being taught in their subject curriculums, at that particular point. We are looking to 

ensure that any inconsistencies in the quality of the homeworks across departments are eradicated. 

This relates to our sixth homework principle – Homework is all about quality not quantity.  

• The homework tasks that departments plan for their students to do in each year group must be closely 

related to their schemes of work and the content that they are teaching during every half term. This 

relates to our third homework principle – Homework must be linked to classroom work.  

• From September 2022, a homework club will be established and will run every night after school, for 

all year groups between 3.15pm and 4.15pm in the LRC. This will be run each night by a member of 

the Teaching and Learning Team in the LRC, as directed by the AHT for T&L and the T&L Lead for 

Homework. This relates to our second homework principle – Homework requires a quiet space.  

• Form tutors will check that the students have their homework planners during form time, every day. 

This will be monitored by the Saltley Academy’s Pastoral Team, in conjunction with the AHT for T&L 
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and the T&L Homework Lead. This relates to our first homework principle – Homework is impactful 

but has to be monitored. 

• HODs will check that teachers in their teams are providing opportunities for students to receive 

feedback on each homework piece that they have completed, following the Homework Deadlines 

Page, through the utilisation of our new feedback strategies, on a regular basis. This relates to our 

first homework principle – Homework is impactful but has to be monitored. 

• From September 2022, we will establish a system of rewards for students who regularly complete 

their homework tasks, so that it incentivises students to continue completing their homeworks, but at the 

same time actively inspires others to start completing their homework tasks. This relates to our eight 

homework principle – Homework has to be praised.  

• From September 2022, we will also establish a system of sanctions for students who do not complete 

their homework in the Homework Planners, in order to reduce the amount of students that are not 

actively completing their homework. This relates to our first homework principle – Homework is 

impactful but has to be monitored. 

• From September 2022, we will carry out termly Pupil Voices with students and staff surveys with staff, 

to gather their feedback on homework planners and the impact that they are having on pupil 

progress. Parental surveys will be carried out once a term to gather their feedback on the homework 

planners and their effectiveness. This relates to our first homework principle – Homework is 

impactful but has to be monitored and our tenth homework principle – Homework works with 

parental involvement. 

 

CONTEXT – THE JOURNEY SO FAR:  
The Teaching and Learning Team took over responsibility for leading and managing Saltley Academy’s 

homework provision in September 2021, as directed by the Head of Academy. Upon taking on this new area 

of responsibility, the Teaching and Learning Team have made the following developments from then until the 

present date of the policy; which is September 2022;  

• In Autumn Term One 2021, the AHT for T&L and T&L Lead for Homework researched a range of 

different possible methods that could be used for implementing our new homework strategy. Both 

paper and electronic avenues were researched extensively. It was decided that a paper method 

would be the most effective method, that would be best suited to the needs of our students and would 

enable all of our students to access our homework provision. This was based on feedback we had 

taken from students, parents and members of staff, as well as an evaluation of our previous 

homework system which was Show My Homework.  

• In Autumn Term Two 2021, the AHT for T&L and T&L Lead for Homework developed homework 

planners for Year 7 and Year 8, in conjunction with HODs and their departmental teams, which 

contained all the homeworks in them, for all subjects, for that particular half term. The T&L Team 

carried out a trial of our new homework planners system with Years 7 and 8 over the full duration of 

the Autumn Term Two 2021. Each homework planner also contained a blank student timetable for 

them to put their lessons onto, a homework schedule, an incomplete homework tracker and parent and 

teacher comments page.  

• In Spring Term One 2022, the AHT for T&L and the T&L Lead for Homework paused the full rollout of 

the Homework Planners for all year groups, in order to have enough time to evaluate the strengths 

and areas of development from the trial that was carried out with Year 7 and 8 in Autumn Term Two 

2022. Once the detailed evaluation of the Autumn Term Two 2021, trial had been carried out, the 

AHT for T&L and the T&L Lead for Homework, in conjunction with the HODs and their departmental 
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teams planned and created Homework Planners for all year groups in Year 7,8,9,10 and 11 for 

Spring Term Two 2022.  

• In Spring Term Two 2022, the AHT for T&L and the T&L Lead for Homework began the full rollout of 

the Homework Planners for Year 7,8,9,10 and 11. Each homework planner contained all the 

homeworks that each subject wanted to set for each year group. They were deliberately and closely 

related to their subject’s scheme of work. All the same generic pages from the Autumn Term Two Year 

7 and Year 8 Homework Planners were kept for the Spring Term Two Homework Planners. The only 

exception to this was that there wasn’t a homework schedule for when homework had to be 

completed. This was done because these deadlines had been randomly created by the T&L Lead for 

Homework and did not fit around the deadlines that departments wanted their homeworks completed 

for.  

• In Summer Term One 2022, the AHT for T&L and the T&L Lead for Homework continued the full rollout 

of the Homework Planners for Year 7,8,9,10 and 11. Each homework planner continued to contain all 

the homeworks that each subject wanted to set for each year group. Once again they were 

deliberately and closely related to their subject’s scheme of work. The only generic homework pages 

that were kept were the incomplete homework tracker and the parent and teacher comments page. 

There was also a guidance page on how many homeworks that students should complete each night, 

depending on whether they were in Year 7 and Year 8. These involved students completing two 

homeworks a night if they were in Year 7 and Year 8 and three homeworks a night if they were in 

Year 9,10 and 11.  

• In Summer Term Two 2022, the AHT for T&L and the T&L Lead for Homework continued the full rollout 

of the Homework Planners for Year 7,8,9 and 10. Please note there was no homework planner for 

Year 11 as they were completing their final GCSE exams at this particular time and were busy 

revising for their exams. Each homework planner continued to contain all the homeworks that each 

subject wanted to set for each year group. Once again they were deliberately and closely related to 

their subject’s scheme of work. All the generic pages from the Summer Term One Homework Planners 

remained the same in the Summer Term Two Homework Planners. The only exception to this is that 

HODs were asked before the Summer Term Two 2022 Homework Planners were given out, when they 

wanted each homework to be completed by the students. This decision was taken in order to manage 

the amount of homeworks that students needed to do each day and to also enable them to prioritise 

which homeworks tasks they should do when. Furthermore, it also gave HODs and their teams an 

indication of when they could go through each homework with their classes, after the deadline date. 

This would ensure that students would start to receive feedback on the amount of homeworks that they 

completed. Consequently, a Homework Deadlines Page was created, which listed all of the deadlines 

that students had to complete all the homeworks by.  

• Since the full rollout of the Homework Planners for all year groups a new section on the website has 

been created for our Homework Provision. The Homework section can be found under the Curriculum 

area of our website. On this section of the website, it contains all of the homework planners that we 

have created since the full rollout of our Homework Planners in Spring Term Two 2022. This enables 

students, staff and parents to have one centralised place to also get access to the Homework 

Planners, if they require this. It also exemplifies Saltley Academy’s Homework Provision on our 

website.  
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS – POST SEPTEMBER 2022;  
The full rollout of the Homework Planners for all year groups will also go through these particular phases;  

Phase 1 – Spring Term Two 2022 - Spring Term One 2023 - Setting homeworks for every subject, in every 

half term, for every year group, through the homework planners system.  

Phase 2 – Autumn Term One 2022 – Summer Term Two 2023 – Improve the monitoring of students 

completing homeworks by pupils, staff and parents. Establish our homework club and build up a system of 

rewards and sanctions for our students with regards to homework completion.  

Phase 3 – Spring Term Two 2023 – Spring Term One 2024 – Improving the quality of the homeworks that 

departments have set for each year group, in each Homework Planner. The AHT for T&L and the T&L Lead 

for Homework will lead on this through active consultations with all departments.  

 

YEAR 9 CONNECTIONS PROJECT:  

• In addition to the homework planner that Year 9 students are provided with each half term, with all 

the homeworks from every subject in, to complete, like the other year groups have; they will also be 

provided with one Connections Project to also complete, as part of their homework provision, during 

each half term, from September 2022 onwards. The Year 9 Connections Project will be run by the 

AHT for T&L and the T&L Lead for the Year 9 Connections Project. This relates to our first homework 

principle – Homework is impactful but has to be monitored.  

• The Connections Project will allow Year 9 students to continue to study subjects that they are eligible 

to drop at the end of Year 8 in Year 9, through links to core subjects. This relates to our ninth 

homework principle - Homework develops students’ skills. 

• Every half term, students will complete one connections project, which will be printed out in a separate 

booklet, to sit alongside their Year 9 Homework Planner for that half term, which will contain all the 

homeworks they will be required to complete for each subject, for that half term. This relates to our 

seventh homework principle – Homework must be accessible.   

• Each Connections Project will cover an area of a non core subject that is not covered in as much depth 

in their KS3 curriculum. It will then be linked to a KS4 core subject, based on content that they are 

currently teaching in Year 9. This relates to our sixth homework principle – Homework is all about 

quality not quantity.  

• Each Connections Project will be delivered in the half term that the KS4 core subject will be covering 

the content for that particular Connections Project. If that is not possible, due to two or more 

Connections Project needed to be delivered in the same half term, then each Connections Project will 

be delivered in the next closest half term, to when the KS4 core subject will be teaching the content 

for that particular Connections Project. This relates to our third homework principle – Homework 

must be linked to classroom work. 

• A Year 9 Connections Project overview document will be created, which will provide a summary of 

which Connections Project will be delivered, during which half term, throughout the academic year. 

This relates to our seventh homework principle – Homework must be accessible.    

• We will launch the Connections Project in September 2022 to pupils (via the paired HODs who are 

leading each Connections Project and during form time/lesson time), to staff (via T&L CPD training) 

and parents (via parent consultation evenings). This relates to our fifth homework principle – 

Homework has to have a purpose and our tenth homework principle – Homework works with 

parental involvement.  
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• Each individual Year 9 Connections Project will be launched during lesson time, by the teachers in the 

core subject that particular Year 9 Connection Project is connected too. Students will then complete 

each Year 9 Connection Project at home and will do one project, per half term. This relates to our 

third homework principle – Homework must be linked to classroom work and our fifth homework 

principle – Homework has to have a purpose. 

• After each Year 9 Connections Project has been completed, students will be provided with feedback 

by the core subject classroom teacher on the work that they have done, during lesson time in the Year 

9 Core subject that particular Year 9 Connection Project is connected too. This relates to our fourth 

homework principle – Homework requires feedback from teachers.  

• All Year 9 Connections Projects will be assessed and monitored by the core subject classroom teacher, 

using our new feedback strategies that we have been trialling as part of our feedback policy, e.g. 

live marking, whole class feedback, peer and self assessment, dialogic marking and comparative 

marking. This relates to our fourth homework principle – Homework requires feedback from 

teachers. 

• We will also track and monitor the completion rates for the Year 9 Connections Projects and reward 

those students that have completed the projects. We will also sanction those students that have not 

completed the Connections projects. We will follow the same rewards and sanction procedures for the 

Year 9 Connection Projects, as we do for the homework in the Homework Planners, each half term. 

This relates to our eight homework principle – Homework has to be praised.  

• Termly pupil, staff and parent voice surveys will be carried out on the two Year 9 Connections 

Projects covered in each term, in order to enhance their quality and delivery. This relates to our tenth 

homework principle – Homework works with parental involvement. 

• It is important to also note that students will be able to complete their Year 9 Connections Project, 

each half term, in the homework club that is run daily after school in the LRC, if they require a quiet 

place to complete this piece of homework. This relates to our second homework principle – 

Homework requires a quiet space.  

 

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE STUDENTS WITH 

REGARDS TO HOMEWORK:  

• Look after their Homework Planner and bring it into school every day, in their Homework plastic 

folder.  

• Responsible for showing their form tutor that they have their homework planner every day when they 

are asked to show them.  

• Ensure that they get their homework planner out in lessons when requested by their subject teacher 

and when their teacher is providing them with feedback on a particular piece of homework.  

• Ensure they are aware of what homework tasks have been set for each subject in their Homework 

Planner.  

• Ensure they are aware of the completion deadlines for each piece of homework, as set out on the 

Homework Deadlines Page.  

• If they are absent, when a particular homework is due, it is the student’s responsibility to ensure that 

piece of homework is completed by the next date that they return to school.   

• Use their Homework Planner to check homework requirements and completion deadlines.  

• Attempt all homework to the best of their ability.  

• Complete all homeworks that are set in the homework planner.  
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• Inform their class teacher of any difficulties with a particular piece of homework, before the deadline 

so any questions or support can be given in good time. 

• Please note that all of the roles and responsibilities listed above with regards to homework in the 

Homework Planners also applies to the Connections Project, which Year 9 students do in addition, to 

the homework in the homework planners each half term.  

 

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE CLASSROOM 

TEACHER WITH REGARDS TO HOMEWORK:   

• Plan a variety of different and high quality homework tasks, each half term, for all students in all 

year groups, to complete in their homework planners.  

• Work with departmental colleagues, in order to ensure that homework tasks for their subject, for each 

year group, for each half term are planned and uploaded on time in the Whole School Homework 

folder, following the deadlines set by the AHT for T&L and the T&L Lead for Homework.  

• Help their colleagues in their department to determine how many homeworks should be set and the 

deadlines that the students should have for each piece of homework.  

• Set Homework tasks each half term in the homework planners, which represent a suitable level of 

challenge and are closely related to subject content currently taught during their subject lesson time. 

• Ensure that purposeful and achievable homework tasks are set, in the homework planners, that 

promote independent learning, the outstanding learning qualities and provide opportunity for 

students to develop a range of other skills. 

• Give full and comprehensive instructions to students during lesson time and in the homework planners, 

to ensure that all students understand the content and skills involved in the tasks, set in the Homework 

Planner, for each half term.  

• Provide students with feedback on each piece of homework that they complete. Teachers will either 

live mark students completed homeworks in their lesson after the deadline date or will go through 

their answers and students will either self-assess their own work or peer assess their colleagues work 

using the green pens, again after the deadline date.  

• Provide rewards for the completion of good quality homework as per the Homework Policy Rewards 

System.  

• Give consistent sanctions in line with the school behaviour and rewards policy, as well as the 

Homework Policy, if homework is handed in late or below the expected quality for that student. If 

students miss one homework in a particular subject, they will be given a warning by their classroom 

teacher to complete that particular homework with an extension. Repeated failure to complete 2 

pieces homework in the same subject to the expected standard or by the set deadline, as set out on 

the Homework Deadlines Page in the Homework Planner will result in an after school detention being 

issued, which will then be served in the Homework Club in the LRC. Staff will issue a student a 

detention, when this particular threshold is met, by clicking the ‘Persistent failure to complete 

homework’ option on Arbor. They should also complete the Incomplete Homework Tracker, every time 

a student does not complete a particular piece of homework on time.  

• Encourage students to attend the Saltley Academy Homework Club, which takes place every night 

after school in LRC and is run by a member of the T&L Team.  

• Please note that all of the roles and responsibilities listed above with regards to homework in the 

Homework Planners also applies to the Connections Project, which Year 9 students do in addition, to 

the homework in the homework planners each half term.  
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ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF FORM TUTORS WITH 

REGARDS TO HOMEWORK:   

• Check every day in form time that their tutees have their Homework Planner in school with them.  

• Allow opportunities to go through the Homework Planners in form time. 

• Check the Incomplete Homework Trackers, in each tutees homework planner and have conversations 

with students who are regularly not completing homework.  

• Provide advice to their tutees with regards to any problems or issues they are having with any 

homework tasks set in the Homework Planners.  

• Encourage students with limited or no access to required technology to make alternative arrangements 

in school, such as attending the Homework Club, which takes place after school every day, in the LRC.  

• Please note that all of the roles and responsibilities listed above with regards to homework in the 

Homework Planners also applies to the Connections Project, which Year 9 students do in addition, to 

the homework in the homework planners each half term.  

 

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF SCHOOL LEADERS 

(INCLUDING WIDER LEADERSHIP AND SENIOR 

LEADERSHIP) WITH REGARDS TO OUR HOMEWORK 

PROVISION:   

• Articulate the vision for our homework provision here at Saltley Academy to all the different 

stakeholders in the academy and support all the different elements of the homework processes.  

• Monitor the planning, setting and quality of homework that is put into the Homework Planners, each 

half term and for each year group.  

• Provide high quality support for members of staff preparing and creating homeworks for the 

Homework Planners. 

• Provide support for students and/or parents/carers who have any queries with regards to the 

homework tasks in the Homework Planner or with the homework provision here at Saltley Academy. 

• Provide opportunities for classroom teachers to share best practice of homework tasks, during our 

Teaching and Learning CPD.  

• Monitor the completion rate for students completing homework in their homework planner.  

• Put interventions in place for students who are regularly not completing homework on time in the 

Homework Planners.  

• Ensure teachers in all subjects are providing opportunities for all students to receive feedback on each 

piece of homework they complete, during lesson time and after the deadline set for each piece of 

homework.  

• Check pupils homework planners during all T&L QA processes, that take place during the academic 

year; including departmental reviews, book reviews, learning walks etc.  

• Review the impact of homework on both subject learning and progress and the development of our 

academy’s outstanding learning qualities. 
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• Please note that all of the roles and responsibilities listed above with regards to homework in the 

Homework Planners also applies to the Connections Project, which Year 9 students do in addition, to 

the homework in the homework planners each half term.  

 

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF PARENTS/CARERS 

WITH REGARDS TO HOMEWORK;  

• Check that their child is completing every homework piece to their highest standard and on time. 

• Reinforce its value to their child through positive feedback. This will give their child the confidence to 

persevere, work hard and reach high standards of achievement.  

• Provide a comfortable and quiet place for their child to complete their homework at home.  

• Create a homework timetable or a routine with their child, when homework is to be completed.  

• Check the time spent on individual tasks and encourage/praise efforts. 

• Check presentation and content of all homework being returned to school by their child.  

• Provide the school with information about any problems with regards to their child’s homework by 

contacting the school directly. 

• Support all aspects of the homework policy with their child.  

• Encourage their child to look at set tasks in their Homework Planner early, so they can return to their 

class teacher if they have queries before the work is due. 

• Contact the Academy with any concerns that you have for your child’s homework.  

• Ensure that their child brings their Homework Planner into school each day, in their Homework plastic 

wallet.  

• Please note that all of the roles and responsibilities listed above with regards to homework in the 

Homework Planners also applies to the Connections Project, which Year 9 students do in addition, to 

the homework in the homework planners each half term.  

 

MONITORING OF OUR HOMEWORK PROVISION;  

Homework is very much a whole school priority. Therefore it requires a consistent approach from all 

stakeholders in our academy. It must be easy for all stakeholders to have an overview of homework. To 

ensure that everyone meets the homework guidelines set, it is a regular focus for staff and school 

development.   

Homework will be monitored and discussed through the following means;  

• Fortnightly Pupil Voices - Incorporate the monitoring of the homework planners into the fortnightly pupil 

voice sessions, which are designed for senior leaders to look at the quality of work that students have 

produced in their books and the level of feedback that they have received from their teachers.  

• Termly Pupil Voices dedicated solely to homework - Carry out termly Pupil Voices with students from all 

year groups and staff surveys with staff, to gather their feedback on homework planners and the impact 

that it is having on pupil progress.  

• Termly Parental Surveys - Parental surveys will be carried out once a term to gather their feedback on 

the homework planners and their effectiveness.  
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• Form Time – Form Tutors will monitor if their students have got their homework planners and if their tutees 

are completing their homework pieces on time. This will be led and monitored by Saltley Academy’s 

Pastoral Team in conjunction with the T&L Lead for Homework and the AHT for T&L.  

• Departmental meetings – Departments will evaluate the quality of the homework tasks that they are 

producing and the quality of the work students are producing in their homework planners.  

• Wider leadership meetings, Teaching and Learning Team meetings and Senior Leadership Team 

meetings – Evaluate the strengths and areas for development with our homework provision here at 

Saltley Academy.  

• Student Council meetings – Students will be asked to represent the views of their fellow students at school 

council meetings, with regards to the homework that is being set and the homework that is being 

completed by the students.  

• Departmental Reviews, Book Reviews and Learning Walks – HODs and their SLT Links will evaluate the 

quality of work students are producing in the Homework Planners and then assess the level and impact of 

the feedback being provided by teachers in their department.  

• Teaching and Learning CPD sessions – There will be CPD sessions for staff including training on the 

Homework Planners and how they can be used most effectively by students, staff and parents.  

• Progress Meetings – Form Tutors will discuss the amount of homework their tutees are completing in the 

homework planners and the quality of the work they are producing, in the progress meetings.  

• Parent Information Evenings – We will gather feedback from our parents also on the Parent Information 

Evenings as well.  

• Please note that all of the methods of monitoring listed above with regards to homework in the 

Homework Planners, also applies to the Connections Project which Year 9 students do in addition, to the 

homework in the homework planners each half term.  
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IMPACT OF SALTLEY ACADEMY’S HOMEWORK POLICY: 
Our Homework Provision at Saltley Academy will have the following expected impacts:  

1. All homework will be impactful and will be well monitored - Homework has a positive impact on 

improving the progress of our students and leads our students to make up to 5 months worth of more 

progress, than they would have done without completing homework. Our homework provision will be 

monitored vigorously via the different methods listed in the previous section.  

2. All students will have access to a quiet space – This will be either at home or via our homework club 

at our school, which is run outside of school hours, preferably after the end of the school day. Our 

homework club will help our students to overcome barriers, by offering them the resources and 

support needed to undertake homework and revision, to a high standard.  

3. All homework tasks are linked to classroom work – All homework that is set by departments, is 

linked to classroom work and schemes of learning. Well designed tasks that are linked to classroom 

learning and schemes of learning leads to successful outcomes for our pupils.  

4. All homework tasks students complete, gets feedback from teachers – All students receive high 

quality feedback on the homework that they complete, from their teachers, is vitally important. It has 

a very positive impact on their learning.  

5. All students understand the purpose of completing homework - Students at Saltley Academy will 

clearly understand the purpose of them doing homework. All students understand that homework 

reinforces, consolidates and extends learning covered in lessons, leading to increased knowledge and 

understanding. They also understand that it prepares them for new topics and future learning; through 

the flipped learning approach. This vision and purpose is reinforced by all stakeholders.  

6. All homework tasks are produced to a high quality – All the homework tasks produced by every 

department, in each homework planner are produced to the highest standard.  

7. All homework tasks are accessible – All students homework tasks will be accessible because all of 

their homeworks are printed off in a single homework planner, which they then keep in a homework 

plastic folder.  

8. All students are praised for completing homework – All students completing homework get praised 

and rewarded for their excellent practice.  

9. All students develop a range of skills by completing homework tasks – All students are able to 

develop their independent learning and research skills, by completing the homework tasks in the 

Homework Planner. It also enables all of our students to enhance their usage of our ten Outstanding 

Learner Qualities, here at Saltley Academy. It also increases our students self-discipline and personal 

responsibility for their learning and organisation.  

10. All parents and carers are involved in the homework process – All parents and carers support their 

children to complete their homework pieces. Effective channels for home school dialogue with our 

children’s parents and carers, to engage them in our homework provision, are created; through many 

different avenues; including Parent Information Evenings, Progress Meetings and Parent Surveys.  


